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Secure mobility is the top priority for enterprise IT

- Two mobility leaders – Google and Citrix – are leading the way with platforms and solutions for making secure mobility a reality
- A winning combination – Google Android for Work with Citrix XenMobile – brings new levels of security and manageability to Android, the fastest growing enterprise mobile platform

Android continues to gain traction in the workplace

Android is rapidly gaining momentum as the preferred mobile platform for enterprises

- Android drives over 80% of the global smartphone market
- Between 2013 and 2014, enterprise adoption of Android increased by 135%

Recent security improvements in Android reinforce its attractiveness to enterprise IT. They include:

- Full-disk encryption
- Hardware-based cryptography
- New tools to detect vulnerabilities

Android for Work: opening the mobility floodgate

Enabled on any Android 4 and later devices using the Android for Work App

- **Work Profiles** separates work and personal data
- **Google Play for Work** securely deploys mobile apps to devices running Android for Work
- **Google Apps for Work** supports email, contacts and calendar, legacy email, document editing and productivity
- **Android for Work App** runs Android devices with Android 5 (aka Lollipop) or earlier OS
How can enterprise IT take advantage of Android for Work enabled devices using XenMobile?

With Citrix XenMobile, Enterprise IT can build on Android for Work to:

- Optimize and secure wi-fi connections
- Encrypt sensitive data on end-user phones
- Control access to ‘blacklisted’ apps
- Manage device passwords
- ‘Wipe’ sensitive data from compromised devices

How can enterprises ensure they always have secure apps?

With XenMobile, enterprise IT can:

- ‘Containerize’ apps, protecting enterprise work from personal apps
- Secure vital enterprise application data
- Whitelist and blacklist selected apps
- Protect devices from malware with Sandbox
How can enterprises access legacy applications and databases with no risk of data loss?

Enterprises can choose XenMobile to enable Android in the enterprise with comprehensive secure access. Citrix XenDesktop and XenApp provide:

- Secure access to Windows and legacy business applications
- Secure web browsing
- Secure access to SaaS apps
- Directory integration and single sign on (SSO)

Go mobile with Citrix XenMobile

Enterprises can embrace mobility with Citrix:

- Android, iOS, and Windows Phone devices are managed and secure
- Enterprise data is secure
- Users have access to all their apps – mobile, Windows desktop, Mac, Chrome, SaaS and web
- Employees can choose their devices and applications